Abstract
Introduction
Free vibration analyses of shells and plates have widely studied by this time. Frequencies values of shell structures have major importance for their design in different fields. In literature, it is possible to find a few books on analysis and design of these structures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Some important studies have been listed in references . This paper is summarized in a few sections. In section 2, just main formulations for truncated conical shells and annular plates are given via Tong's [43] paper. The method of discrete singular convolution (DSC) is given in section 3. DSC solution for free vibration of orthotropic annular plates with is briefly defined in section 4. Results are listed in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is located at the end of the paper. 
Moment and forces components can be defined as:
For annular plates (α=90; =360) based on the FSDT the differential equations of motion can be defined in each direction: 
Discrete Singular Convolution (DSC)
The method is originally introduced by Wei [44] [45] [46] [47] . After the Wei's paper, the method of DSC have been used in many problems related to static, dynamic, free vibration and buckling analysis of structures . A singular convolution F can be formulated as [44] 
In the study, regularized Shannon kernel (RSK) and Lagrange kernels are used. Gaussian envelope is showed by symbol  . In discrete form, any derivation can be written as ) (
Regularized Shannon kernel (RSK)
Lagrange delta sequence (LDS) kernel LDS kernel is defined for i = 0,1,…, N-1 and j = -M,…,M is given by [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] 
In this case, the first and second order derivatives are given as 
Results
In this section, two examples are solved via two different kernels such as Regularized Shannon delta (RSD) kernel and Lagrange delta sequence (LDS). Frequency values for annular and circular plates have been obtained and results are listed in Tables 1-2 for orthotropic case. Results are obtained for clamped cases for annular and circular plates. Both kernels are useful for numerical discretization via DSC. It is shown that the 9*7 grids are efficient for best convergence. 
Discussions
In this paper discrete singular convolution method via FSDT shell theory is used for free vibration of annular and circular plates with orthotropic case. Two kernels namely Regularized Shannon delta (RSD) kernel and Lagrange delta sequence (LDS) kernel are used. The effects of grid numbers and kernel types on results have been investigated.
